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1. A car-rental company charges a flat fee of SI 95 and 50.20 per mile to rent a popular model
of a sports-utility vehicle. If the total cost to rent the vehicle for a 5-day ski trip was 5495,
how many miles were driven?

[A] 961 mi [8] lSOOmi [C] 584mi [0] l255mi

2. A local nursery sells rhododendrons and azaleas to landscapers. One month they sold
184 more rhododendrons than azaleas. The total number of plants sold was 530. Which
equation could be used to solve for a, the number of azaleas sold?

[A] 2a+184=530 [B] 2a—184=530 [CJ a+184=530 [D] a—J84=530

3. The vice-president of a bank earns S 1635 per week. This is 555 more than two times the
weekly wage of a bank manager. Which equation and solution shows the weekly wage of a
bank manager.

[Al 1635=2x+55; $790 [B] 1635=55—2x; $780

[C] 1635 =2x—55; $845 [D] none of these

4. Mr. Duncan wants to purchase pencils and erasers in bulk so he can loan them to students
when it becomes necessary. The best bulk rate he’s found has pencils priced at $.05 each
and erasers priced 5.03 each. If he has $8 to spend and purchases an equal number of pencils
and erasers, how many of each item can he buy?

5. Find the value of x for the figure.
Perimeter = 100

31

2x

x+3
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6. Find the value ofx so that the figure is a square.

2(5x—3)

Name:

Page 2

7. The maximum weight allowed per car on The Wildcat carnival ride is 280 pounds. Your
friend weighs 140 pounds. To be able to ride in a car together how much can you weigh?
Write and solve an inequality.

8. Zoe makes $12 an hour working at McWamer’s Autobody. She plans to buy a camera,
which costs $288. Write and solve an inequality describing at least how long Zoe will have
to work to be able to buy the camera.

9. You want to plant part of your field with wheat. The field is 180 feet wide and you have
enough seeds to plant at most 48,600 square feet. How long can the wheat field be?

10. Which problem could be solved using the inequality 2c <56?

[A] Two equal-priced shirts came to under $56.

[B] Two students split a restaurant bill that came to $56.

[C] The product of 2 and a number is equal to 56.

[Dl Marty earned $56 for 2 hours of work.

11. Akeem has $85 in his savings account. He earns $9.00 an hour filing papers. How many
hours must he file papers in order to save enough money to buy a remote-controlled airplane
which costs at least $166? Write an inequality to represent the situation. Then solve the
inequality.

2x+18
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12. The width of a rectangle is 33 centimeters. The perimeter is at least 324 centimeters. Write
an inequality that represents all possible values for the length of the rectangle. Then solve
the inequality.

13. The biology club at Jersey High School is sponsoring a dance to raise money for their spring
project. They will charge $4 per student admission, but must payS 140 for publicity and
chaperones. If ii is the number of students who attend the dance, how many students must
attend if the science club is to earn at least $640?

[A] n65 [B] nlOO [C] n130 [D] n125

14. You are planning a skating party at a rink that charges a basic fee of $6.00 and $7.50 per
person for catered parties. You don’t want to spend more than $66.00. Write and solve an
inequality to find the number of people who can attend the party.

[A] 7.5x+ 6 66; x 8 [B] 7.5x+ 6>66; x> 8

[C] 7.5x+ 6 66; x 8 [D] 75x+ 6< 66;x<8

15. Find the value ofx so that the rectangle and the triangle have the same perimeter. What is
the perimeter?

x+2

x+1

.1 ÷ 7 x+2

x+9
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16. A triangle is isosceles if it has two sides the same length. Find the value of x so that
triangle ABC is isosceles.

2x—3 x+2

x

[A]7 [B]4 [C]6 [D15


